A Younger Smile In One Hour?
A Younger Smile in One Hour with Indianapolis Zoom Whitening by Indianapolis dentist, Dr.
Brad Sammons
Does taking ten years off of your appearance in an hour sound like a dream?
When it comes to making the most of your smile, many people just like you may find that teeth
whitening is an instant, pick-me-up, taking up to ten years off your smile. Because teeth
whitening can be done in a single office visit with Indianapolis Zoom! whitening or in the
convenience of your own home, you can plan today for a brighter, whiter smile tomorrow.
This means you’re sure to look your very best for that upcoming special event, a pending
business presentation, a long-awaited, much-anticipated trip, or that fast-approaching evening out. You can choose from take home
whitening kits or opt to improve your smile in an hour with ZOOM! 2. We also feature the new Colgate Whitening system, effective in
about 90 minutes.
Under the expert care of our Indianapolis dentist, Dr. Brad Sammons, teeth whitening is completely safe, and sure to produce the headturning results you’re looking for.
So if your teeth are dull, stained or yellowed over the years – from medicines, aging, or consuming highly-pigment foods and beverages
like coffee, tea, or red wine, you’ll be glad to know that restoring them to a brighter, whiter luster is as easy as a visit to Dr. Sammons and
his professional Indianapolis dental team! The Indianapolis Dentist That Helps You Look and Feel Your Best.
ZOOM! 2 technology is one option available at our Indianapolis dental office that gives you a whiter, brighter smile in a single setting (in
about one hour, in fact). As your cosmetic dentist, Dr. Sammons can also provide you with a take home teeth whitening kit. Both teeth
whitening options deliver noticeable results – leaving your teeth up to between seven and 12 shades brighter. Best of all, Dr. Sammons can
help you decide which treatment is best for you.
Wanting to show off your smile is a great thing, because it’s been shown that the more you smile, the happier you begin to feel. It’s also
been noted that people feel more drawn to those who have the self-confidence to smile and laugh around others. We want each of our
Indianapolis dental patients to enjoy this kind of confidence in their own appearance, and help them get the most out of what life has to
offer.
You can contact the team of Dr. Brad Sammons with any questions you have. Or consider scheduling a consultation with this premier
Indianapolis Zoom! whitening dentist, to get that camera-ready smile you’ve been dreaming about.
Dr. Brad Sammons is a cosmetic dentist and general dentist who offers restorative dental solutions at his Indianapolis dental office.
Certified in cosmetic procedures from world-class training organizations, he is a member of the Las Vegas Institute for Advanced Dental
Studies (LVI) and the American Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry (AACD). He has received continuing training with the Dental
Organization for Conscious Sedation, known as DOCS, so that his Indianapolis dental patients can experience pain-free and comfortable
treatment. He is certified as well, for other high-tech dental solutions including CEREC Same-Day restorations and Laser Dentistry, TMJ
Treatment, Invisalign, and porcelain veneers for amazing smile makeovers. Learn more about the qualifications and expertise of this
Indianapolis cosmetic dentist in his doctor biography. You can also consider all of these advanced options in his services, or by contacting
his Indianapolis dental team online or over the phone.~’
Providing Indianapolis Zoom! whitening to Greenwood, IN and beyond.

